Good morning,
I hope your Sunday is going well so far. I thank you for allowing me to share these things with you even if you see something
differently.
If we think about it, we all have differing beliefs, don’t we?
Today, I was brought to these verses and see something really amazing I wanted to share with you. I was reminded below where
the actual “well-message” (Gospel) truly exists and it got me so fired up, I had to write this message to you.
(As crazy as this seems, I am greatly persecuted for believing these verses exactly as they were given to us. I am told that
“believing these things is not biblical”).
What do you think?
According to scripture, where does the “well-message” (gospel) truly exist?

Do you see what I see?
It is “IN” the ones being destroyed (which is everyone’s outer man). See 2 Cor 4:16
The gospel (well-message) has been planted inside the hearts of all, but is currently covered up for those who don’t yet see it.
Paul confirms that the message has gone out to the entire world in Romans 10:18 below and Matt 24:14, Acts 1:8, Romans 1:8,
Col 1:6.

Check out Col 1:23. Wow….

To me, this is the most amazing news that we can share with anyone no matter what their current beliefs are. How about you?
The good news of salvation IS planted in your heart (because we all share one heart, but it is hidden from us), and is just covered
up right now by the “worries of this life” (in the darkened, external body).
This was done in the hidden realms outside of time and not the external that we see. Please consider this most powerful verse
and what it is truly saying.

It’s an ETERNAL Gospel done in the mid-heaven (our minds/soul) and not one done in side of time where we are now “outside”
in the lower realm of this body. The external “preaching and sharing” only serves to activate what is already there inside a
person planted by the Lord himself (and is the Lord).
I was sharing this last night with a person whom some Christians would call an “unbeliever” last and those listening were pretty
amazed.
I felt so blessed to be able to share this. There are so many other verses that confirm Paul’s words. Here is one from the Old
Testament.

So, how would the world react if this was the message we were sharing with them?
Do you think this could be how God will and is fulfilling John 3:16-17 where he “saves the whole world”?
I pray blessings over you today.
Duane

